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PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT
“As Rotarians may we build the connections that allow
talented, thoughtful and generous people to unite and take
meaningful action through Rotary Service.”
The Rotary Club of Richmond Annual Report for 2019‐2020
This has been an interesting year for us all, with natural disasters in the first half of the year
and then COVID‐19 stopping our normal meetings at the end of March.
This caused us as a club to make some pretty hard decisions going forward with our programs,
fundraising and functions that were planned in the second half of the year. Unfortunately,
this resulted in the cessation of all meetings, fundraising and programs for the Club. I would
like to thank all that were involved in making these hard decisions and acting very quickly to
inform all involved as I know it was not easy to do this.
Last year we had a committee of members come together to re‐evaluate how we structure
our future club meetings going forward. From this they presented their findings and
suggested changes which we implemented for this year. This new format for the club
meetings prompted us to form a large speaker committee under Barry Roberts to organise
relevant and quality speakers with the aim of having one high calibre keynote speaker or
program once every month. I would like to congratulate Barry and his committee for all the
amazing speakers they organised through the year.
We had a new fundraising opportunity for the club with the start of the “Rotary on Church
Market” which Melinda and her team started to work on the year before. A lot of planning
and valuable relationships were formed with the Richmond Library and Yarra local council
giving our club huge support and encouragement. We only had the opportunity to hold two
of these monthly markets before we had to shut down but straight away, we saw the huge
potential with many bookings for sites come through. This will become our major fund raiser
for the club for many years to come and I would like to congratulate Melinda and her very
large team for all the hard work that went into bringing this fundraising opportunity to
fruition.
I would also like to thank Faye & John Browne of Motto Fashions for their continued generous
support with the supply of clothing for our “Motto Fashions Clothing Market” which continues
to be a major source of fundraising for the Club’s projects.
Maria was terribly busy with our Youth programs, especially the NYSF program with a record
six students being accepted. I would like to acknowledge Maria for her doggedness in finding
the funding for all these students as we did not allow for so many in our budget.
Unfortunately, some of these students were affected by the bush fires which caused health
issues from the smoke and they had to be evacuated from the area.
Our Club enjoyed having Constanze Schuen from Vienna Austria join our club as our exchange
student. This was made possible by the generous support from both Altona and Melbourne
Rotary clubs covering the costs involved. Constanze was a much‐loved exchange student by
all the members and she made sure she came to most of our meetings. We were deeply sorry
to see Constanze head back home before her time due to the COVID‐19 crisis.
www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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Early this year we had our intrepid traveller Annette Pepper head over to Hargeisa in
Somaliland on a recognisance mission working with the staff at Edna’s hospital. Annette was
inspired by the Peace Conference and Edna’s presentation during the District 9800
conference last year. The focus was to understand their needs which would be sustainable
and targeted to their urgent requirements. From that visit Annette put together a list of items
from DIK that was needed and set about fundraising for the shipping costs for this container,
which she was ultimately successful in achieving. Moving forward Annette is now
concentrating on gaining support for the training of some midwives which runs over a four‐
year period.
This year we welcomed three new members to our Richmond Rotary family, Claire Davison,
Isabel Armer & Mark Miller.
Claire has been a huge help with the Rotary on Church Market by building a dedicated web
site with online booking facilities for the stall holders. Claire will also take on the role of
looking after our club web site for next year.
We were very lucky to have Isabel transfer over to our Club as an existing Rotarian, as a result
we also inherited her wonderful “Brighter Futures Project” in Nepal which started off as a
Library and has now grown into many different projects helping the local community.
Mark Miller is our latest new member who also transferred over to Richmond as an existing
Rotarian, we welcome Mark and look forward to his company and support in the new year.
Unfortunately, some of our major programs had to be cancelled this year because of COVID‐
19, for example the Ainger Peck Public Speaking awards, Slade Literary Awards & the Mock
Job Interview. But one major program, the “Next Step Program” somehow survived and has
adapted to the situation providing opportunities for the local youth. We were also able to
hold the “Inspiring Women Event” which again was a huge success supported by one of our
major supporters Lendlease who we hope to continue our relationship with for many years.
I would also like to thank all our major supporters, Amora Hotel Riverwalk, and their amazing
staff for all they have done for our Club this year. Homer Bassig for updating and hosting our
Club web site. City of Yarra for their huge support with Next Step and the Market. Inner
North Community Foundation, Bendigo Bank and Melbourne Girls’ College.
I would also like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank our Bulletin Editor Sue
Bolton, who under very trying situation with her fading eyesight entertained and kept us
informed throughout the year.
Lastly, I would like to thank Sally O’Sullivan and all our wonderful Friends of Richmond Rotary
for all your support you have given to the Club this year.
In closing I would like to acknowledge my board and directors Nia, Judy, Past President Jo,
Mark, Maria, President Elect Anna, Jenny, Sue, and James, who were so supportive and
helpful to me. It was an eventful year and I am grateful for their support, guidance and help
throughout the year.
Adam Sherwell
President 2019‐2020
Rotary Club of Richmond
www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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ROTARY CLUB OF RICHMOND INC
ANNUAL REPORT 2019/2020
TREASURER’S REPORT
Attached is the Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet for Rotary Club of Richmond for
2019/2020 as at 16 June 2020, together with a Community Services Trust Activities
Report. There will be some adjustments to the audited accounts to allow for
receipts/expenses and adjustment entries before 30 June.
The general fundraising activities of the Club raised a total of $7,098. Additional
donations were received and funds raised for a container to be sent to Somaliland of
$4,944 and our new member Isabel Armer raised funds of $16,652 for her Bright Future
project in Nepal. These projects are kept separate in the accounts from our normal
operating activities.
Funds from general fundraising activities were expensed as follows:
Vocational & Community Services
International Services
New Generations
Total Project Expenditure

$ 786
$ 1,043
$ 4,815
$ 6,644

Donations were made during the year to the following organisations:



Salvation Army
Australian Rotary Health

$ 800
$ 500 New Member Award
$ 1,300

A contribution of $1,600 was made via the Community Services Trust to The Rotary
Foundation. An amount of $2,400 was also contributed through member contributions.
This does not include separate Paul Harris Society contributions of US$1,000 each from
Club Members Barry Roberts, Jo Cowling, John Benger, Janice Peeler, Dawn Giltinan and
Judy Nettleton. The Friends of The Rotary Club of Richmond donated $200 to FareShare
from money refunded due to NYSF refunds from bushfire cancellations.
The attached Community Services Trust Activity Sheet gives a summary of activities for
2019/2020.
The financial accounts attached are preliminary only and a final, audited, set of accounts
will be presented to the Club at the Annual General Meeting in November. $5,000 is
expected to be forwarded to Nepal from the Nepal Market funds and further fundraising
amounts will also be received prior to 30 June.

Judy Nettleton
Judy Nettleton
Honorary Treasurer

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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FOUNDATION

The Rotary Foundation is a pool of money that is used for Rotary International projects.
There are two pools of money, one being there annual fund and the other being the
permanent fund.
The annual fund is the money that is given to Rotary International and held for three
years, in which the interest earned during the three years pays for the administration
for the Foundation running costs and then after the three years the money is released
for use.
The permanent fund is money held and never used, but the interest from that money is
released each year for use to the Rotary Clubs.
The annual fund money is used for the following projects:‐
Vocational Training Teams
Post Graduate Scholarships
Rotary World Peace Fellowships
Rotary Peace and Conflict Study Program
Rotary Foundation Humanitarian Grants
District Grants
Global Grants
PolioPlus
Matching Grants
We applied for an International District Matching Grant.
This is for the cost of a Container to be shipped to Somaliland. The container is to be
filled with hospital equipment. Refer to the International Report for the information
about the hospital.
We were successful in getting the grant and the container will hopefully be shipped to
Somaliland by the end of this year.
Club Contribution
The Club and members contributed over $7,000.00 in the Rotary Year to the Foundation.

Mark Dwyer
Foundation Chair 2019/2020

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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INTERNATIONAL
Richmond Rotarians volunteered their services one Saturday in early October 2019 at
Donations In Kind (D.I.K.). We spent the day sorting and folding endless sheets and
pyjamas ready to be packed and shipped overseas. Although tiring it was an enjoyable
and rewarding day.
The District 9800 International Committee invited all Rotary Clubs to participate in a
social fund raising evening “The longest African table dinner” held at D.I.K. This was an
entertaining evening with lots of dancing, music and singing enjoyed by all who
attended. The African food was amazing too.
The International Committee had a “Pasta Night” in February this year. It was a
successful evening and $820 was raised to cover the cost for a container to be sent out
to Somaliland for Edna’s Hospital. This money was to assist our Project and fellow
Richmond Rotarian Annette Pepper. Unfortunately the container still remains at D.I.K.
until it reopens and is back to normal operations.
Our fellow Rotarian Trevor Pang had organised a “Lunar Banquet” at Choi's Restaurant.
Unfortunately the social event was cancelled due to the social distancing measured of
COVID‐19. Trevor has received some donations, which will go towards the Project to
Sponsor a Midwife at Edna’s Hospital in Somaliland.
Due to COVID‐19 all other social events and volunteer work at D.I.K. that were originally
planned were cancelled.
We hope that in the new coming year the International Committee will continue to
strive and achieve their Projects.
Richmond Rotary International Fund Raising - “Pasta Night.”

Volunteering at D.I.K.

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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District 9800 International Social “The longest African Table Dinner”

Isabel Armer – Brighter Future Project
Bright Future Community Centre (Brighter Future Project) began in 2003 as a library.
Now it is a combination of different projects, which are administered through BFCC and
run by Netra Basnet in Kopan.
The library is now a learning centre with different learning activities and homework
sessions. We are able to check on the welfare of families and provide funds to help with
schooling. A sewing centre developed in 2012 and this provided the basic skills for the
development of a Days for Girls project, and products and knitted goods to be sold
overseas.
Many of our students’ families moved from the eastern part of Nepal to Kathmandu.
Netra is also from eastern Nepal (the region of Kangel) and we have developed several
projects there. District grants helped fund a chicken farm (RC Daylesford) and a learning
centre (RC Yarra Bend), both of which have continued as successful projects. We fund
the donation of chickens and a goat to poor families from money donated in memory of
a friend.
The advantage of this project is having Netra Basnet on the ground in Nepal and being
able to have regular updates and respond to any emergency.

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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MALUK TIMOR LESTE
The past. The present. Pandemic. The future.
The past Maluk grew out of Bairo Pite Clinic which was a medical provider. BPC was
supported by Richmond Rotary including major projects such as rewiring the clinic.
The present. There are many academically trained medical people in Timor Leste but
straight from university or schools. Maluk was formed to add clinical training to the
academically trained people and to develop training courses.
The aim was to empower the Timorese people to build a strong and sustanable health
service. Especially in the area of women and children e.g. infant and mother mortality.
Pandemic. Quite incredibly all the expat medical staff opted to stay in TL rather than
return to Australia. There has been a major boost to the work of Maluk in that the
government has used the Maluk infrastructure to get medical services to the people.
This should expand the work of Maluk as the government has seen the effectiveness of
programs wheeled out via Maluk
The future. Timor Leste is still one of the poorest coutries in the world. Hopefully
with the settlement of the disputed oil & gas rights with Australia there will be more
money for health but there is still the urgent need for support from Australia.
This year we have not had the same involvment as in prior years as funding has been
limited but it is hoped in 2020 ‐2021 we can again make a contribution.

Pictured is a Timorese nurse in the maternity ward. Note close beds. Four hours post
birth is the stay time. No food and relatives supply this. No sheets or such. BUT near
zero mortality V 15% in areas where there are no trained staff.
Committee: John Benger Janice Peeler Dawn Giltinan Andrew Cochrane

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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SOMALILAND
The Rotary Club of Richmond is supporting an International Project for 2019 in Somaliland. We hope
this can be a ongoing Project. Rotarian Annette Pepper was inspired by both Edna Adan’s presentation
at the D9800 Conference and Peace Conference. Somaliland is a breakaway Republic from Somalia. It is
mostly unrecognized and mainstream charities tend to bypass it. The hospital was built on the site of a
rubbish dump and burial ground. Edna used her retirement funds from the UN to finance it and in her
words has “begged”" and worked tirelessly for the rest. DG Bronwyn Stephens was contacted to see if
she felt it was appropriate to pursue the plan.
Annette volunteered at the Edna Adan Hospital in Hargeisa, Somaliland for a month in Sept. / Oct.
and during this trip identified the need for medical equipment and supplies that would benefit the
patients seeking treatment there. The hospital has 200 high risk deliveries per month and has no baby
warmers and short on other equipment, much of which is very old. The trip was also an opportunity to
assess the sustainablilty of an ongoing Project supporting training for midwives in the Year of the Nurse
and Midwife and beyond. Midwives on graduating are sent into the community where 60% of people
are nomadic with little health care. Edna has found ante natal care in the community reduces many
complications.
The hospital has a University which trains staff. During this time, Annette observed Clinics and Wards
and assessed and discussed with Edna various aspects of what she had seen. Having been TEFL trained
to teach English in the past, she observed and participated in some English classes at the University.
On return, as there was no budget for such a project, money was raised by family, friends and fellow
Rotarians who have supported the cause and we also were fortunate to receive a Rotary Grant to assist
us in sending a container of goods to the hospital from Donations in Kind. This has been put on hold
given the Covid-19 situation and the closure of DIK. We are now awaiting further direction from Bob
Glindeman of DIK regarding the progress of this.
This year we hope to fund a Midwife for training as an ongoing project.
Annette also presented to North Brighton Rotary Club which has resulted in support for the Project from
their International group. A private donation for funding a Midwife and a Club donation for Midwifery
training has resulted and hands-on help with packing at DIK. We acknowledge and appreciate their
involvement.

Annette Pepper

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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YOUTH SERVICES
Richmond Rotary has continued to be active in sponsoring young people to attend a variety of
programs in our District and within our Club. The major area of service of our club is the
education and the service to the young people who live or study in schools in Richmond and in
the neighbouring municipalities. We support young people in gaining greater access to programs
that will enhance their skills and experiences beyond the classroom in our District 9800 and
within programs offered by our Rotary Club of Richmond.
Our Club runs its own distinctive projects such as the Ainger Peck Public Speaking competition
and the Slade Literary Awards every year. The Ainger Peck Public Speaking Award was cancelled
due to Covid‐19 restrictions. The Slade Literary Awards were being moved to a different date
and with a brand‐new emphasis to the school and student engagement. While this was
happening the Covid‐19 restrictions meant that schooling was being done online and offsite. The
committee postponed the Slade Literary Awards as we were mindful of any pressures put upon
the school now to teachers and to their students. We look forward to running these programs in
the future.
In December 2019 we farewelled Emily Miller teacher from MGC and a valued Club Member in
the Youth Services Area. In February 2020 we welcomed two teacher liaisons from MGC,
Christine Piakis and Nunu Bisogni.
Who would have foreseen that in 2020 we will start a new school year with new programs and
to manage the Covid‐19 a pandemic? Whilst the bushfires had an impact on the National Youth
Science Forum (NYSF) when they were held in Canberra in January, the Covid‐19 restrictions had
an impact to some of our programs in March to June. Schools went into lockdown and students
studied online and off‐site. This was a great learning experience for us all. Even though we have
been stunned by very large world and local events that were beyond our control and made an
impact on what we do, we take pleasure to report that our Youth Programs have given us more
than we have ever hoped for. Here is what we achieved in the past year.

International Women’s Day Breakfast – Thursday, 5th March 2020
In March, this year the Rotary Club of Richmond sponsored a
table of Melbourne Girls’ College (MGC) Student Executive
members to attend this function at the Crown with their
teacher and Rotarians.
The students that attended
thoroughly enjoyed the event.
The two students that were going to report to the Club were
unable to attend because of the Covid‐19 restrictions.

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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The photos show Ella Mcdonald, the dedicated teacher of
Student Leadership at MGC and her Student Executive
team that attended the IWD Breakfast. Ella and her
student leadership team informed us that they found the
event and speakers inspirational.

RICHMOND HIGH SCHOOL (RHS)
Library Books project for Richmond High School
Judy Nettleton, our treasurer was overseeing the financial aspects of
this project, to make sure we comply with all requirements for the
grant. Last year we met with the school’s librarian and Judy was able
to liaise with her regarding the purchase of books, keeping the invoices
and passing them on to us for payment. This project is now complete,
and all the requirements have been met for reporting to District and
we thank them for their grant. We are also incredibly grateful to our
treasurer Judy Nettleton for her role in overseeing the financial
aspects of the program and finalizing the report for the grant. The
photo shows the new RHS open plan library and the books that were
purchased by our project.

Community Award Recipient for 2019 RHS student
On Wednesday, 20th of November of 2019, Jo Cowling awarded on behalf of the RCR the
Community Service Award to Kathy Nguyen a very worthy RHS.


www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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MELBOURNE GIRLS’ COLLEGE (MGC)
The Rotary Club of Richmond Community Service Awards and the STEAM Award for 2019 were
presented to three worthy recipients at MGC at their
Presentation Awards Night. Our Youth Services
Director, Maria Makris presented the awards on
Tuesday, 26th November 2019 at the MGC’s
Presentation Awards Night. The projects that they
are engaged in made them very worthy recipients for
their awards. They thanked the Club for the provision
of the Awards. Rotarians Jo Cowling, Ben Hosking, Nia
Holdenson, Sue Bolton and Mark Dwyer were also
present at the Awards evening.
Unfortunately, our student evening in May was cancelled due to the Covid‐19 restrictions and
they were not able to present their work to our Club.
Middle School Community Service Award: Jackie Huynh
Jackie received this award in recognition of her dedication in regularly volunteering as a tutor
with the Richmond Tutoring Program and in taking care of the chooks and garden at the Burnley
Backyard Community Centre.
Senior School Community Service Award: Scarlett Cuthbertson
Scarlett received this award in recognition for the work that she undertakes with the school's
philanthropy group, including in the school's World's Greatest Shave event and fundraising for
World Vision.
Steam Award: Veronique Villis
Veronique received this award in recognition of her contribution as MGC's STEAM Captain in
organising many successful STEAM activities.
Veronique was a past student of Maria Makris, our Club’s Youth Services Director.
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DISTRICT 9800 YOUTH PROGRAMS
Rotary Youth Leadership Award (RYLA) – December 2020
RYLA is a week‐long residential personal development program for young people aged 18 to 25,
which focuses on yourself, leadership, and community. Thurimagal A Elanthendral was
sponsored by our Club for the RYLA Award which she attended from Sunday 1st of December to
Saturday 7th of December.
Our Rotary Club of Richmond awarded Thirumagal
Arunachlan‐Elathendral with the Rotary Youth
Leadership Award for the 2019 – 2020 Awards
because of her work as a committed individual to
bring about change in all levels of government and
non‐government organizations. RYLA is a week‐
long residential program conducted annually and is
aimed at encouraging and developing leadership,
personal development, and social skills for such
aspiring individuals as Thirumagal.

Thirumagal is a Sustainability Activist and an Engineering Student. Thirumagal aspires to be
working on projects that improve the sustainability of our world, evolving our current systems so
they have zero negative impact on Earth and Society. She has been incredibly involved in her
secondary school at the local level, state, and national level in a variety of organizations to
achieve her goals. Thirumagal has been a speaker both in Australia and internationally where in
January 2016 she travelled with the Principal Karen Money to Abu Dhabi to present the
Melbourne Girls’ College Implementation Strategies for the Prize they won for the Innovation
and Implementation of Renewable Energies Technologies from the government of UAE.
Thirumagal was a student at Melbourne Girls’
College (MGC) from 2012 to 2017. She was the
College Captain in 2017. Maria Makris our Youth
Services Director and her past Social World teacher
in 2012 together with her spouse Chris Makris a
FORR attended the RYLA dinner at the Oasis Camp
at Mt Evelyn on Thursday 5th of December. In
Thirumagal’s own words she reflected that, ‘whilst
on the day I was feeling very conscious as I was
blown away that you took the time out for me out
of your life. I felt very valued and appreciated, it’s
giving me the driving force to do better and give more contributions to society’. Our Club is so
close to our amazing youth and is working well with them to build their leadership potential and
in return to serve humanity. We are therefore connecting stronger together in the world.
Thirumagal was going to present to the Club about her experience, unfortunately due to the
Covid‐19 restrictions her presentation couldn’t take place.
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National Youth Science Forum (NYSF) – January 2020
NYSF is a 12‐day residential program for students entering Year 12 who are passionate about
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM). The NYSF program aims to show
participants the wide variety of study and career options in STEM fields. It is held in the January
school holidays and there are three sessions. Two are held at the Australian National University
and one at the University of Queensland.
There were six successful students from MGC out of the eight students that applied to attend the
NYSF program, and all eight students went through a very rigorous interview process. Both the
school and the Club found the news of their success exciting and we were immensely proud to
have had a helping hand in endorsing them. In the photo above are the NYSF students, parents,
teachers, and Rotarians attending the NYSF Orientation Day on Sunday, 8th of September 2019.
The Rotary Club of Footscray offered to completely fund Ashley Monaghan’s registration fees.
We also received financial support from the Rotary Club of Melbourne, the Rotary Club of
Collingwood and from our Friends of the Rotary Club of Richmond. We were also successful in
obtaining a grant from the Federal Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources.
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Sabriah Peterson and Kimia Mehrkanoon, both participated in their 12‐day residential program
in Brisbane. Margaret Xu participated in the early January NYSF
Canberra session but unfortunately due to the bushfires her program
was shorten by four days. Margaret has written to our Club and thanked
us for supporting her to attend the NYSF program. This is what she had
to say. ‘It meant so much to receive the financial support from Rotary
to attend the NYSF in Canberra at the start of the year. Even though the
session Ashley, a friend from my school, and I have participated in was
cancelled halfway through the program, I had one of the greatest
experiences in my life at NYSF. My interest group was computer
science, and members of the military gave us demonstrations of how to
use drones ‐ this was very interesting. It was great to meet like‐minded
people there, which I would not have had the opportunity to do so had
it not been for your generous support.
I even ran into my neighbour Grace there!
Attending the NYSF has greatly helped my
future direction, as it enabled me to see the
vast opportunities available into me in
science ‐ I still might be a doctor one day, but
there are so many different paths in science.
Thank you so much for giving me the
opportunity to experience these things,
without your help I could never see myself
going down a career pathway that relates to
computing’. Both photos of Margaret are
taken at the Australian National University in
Canberra.
It was unfortunate that Anais Herbaux and Alice McGrity who were among the successful
students that were selected to attend Session C of the NYSF in Canberra, were not able to attend
due to the proximity of the bushfires to the University and their program was cancelled.
London International Youth Science Forum
(LIYSF) July/August 2019
The London International Youth Science
Forum (LIYSF) is a two week residential
student event held at Imperial College
London & The Royal Geographical Society,
with lecture demonstrations from leading
scientists, visits to world class laboratories
and universities combined with cultural
interaction, with 500 students aged 16‐21
years old from 70 countries.
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Molly Sharrock and two other students from District 9800 were successful in being selected to
attend the LIYSF in London. Molly attended the NYSF program in January of 2019. She was an
outstanding participant and was asked to apply for the LIYSF and she was successful again. After
attending the International Forum Molly gave an outstanding presentation on Monday, 7th
October 2019 at our club’s regular meeting.
Molly said that ‘This forum provided upcoming scientists to be inspired and understand that the
sky is the limit if you work hard for what you believe
in and what you can achieve’. After attending the
International forum, she has shifted her career
aspirations from Astrophysics to Environmental
Science and Sustainable Energies. We will follow
her closely as she is an inspirational speaker. One
photo shows Molly and the Australian Attendees at
the LIYSF and the other photo is from Molly’s
presentation to our Club and how list of findings.

The ConocoPhillips Science Experience: 13 – 15 January 2020
The ConocoPhillips Science Experience is a Nationwide STEM outreach program established,
managed and conducted by the Science Schools Foundation Incorporated an independent non‐
profit association of educationalists, Rotarians and industrialists.
The following three students were sponsored by our club: Maryam Abdekhodaee, Serene Tsai
and Rania Shahid and they attended the science program that was held at Melbourne University
in Parkville.
These students were going to report back at one of our Club’s meetings in May but due to the
Covid‐19 restrictions the meeting was cancelled. However, the students informed the Youth
Services Director of our Club, of their gratitude to our Club for sponsoring them and of how
these programs, inspired them and broadened their opportunities with designing their future
pathways in science.

Rotary Youth Exchange Program (RYEP)
The Youth Exchange Program provides a unique opportunity for young students to experience at
first hand the many cultures of a different country, a new way of life and in some instances
another language. Often, the friendships they make will be life long and important in achieving
the aims of the exchange ‐ the building of goodwill and understanding between countries. The
duration of the program is 50 weeks.
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Youth Exchange Student Inbound: 2019 ‐ 2020
The Youth Exchange student from Austria, which was sponsored by our Club, the Rotary Clubs of
Melbourne and Altona. Constanze Schuen arrived in Australia in July 2019, the student was
funded by District. Melbourne Girls’ College supported the placement of the student and
Rotarian Brooke O’Callaghan was Constanze’s mentor. Her host families were incredibly
supportive and made Constanze feel very welcomed into their family.
Constanze embraced the Youth
Exchange ideals from the very first
moment that she set foot in
Melbourne and was an exemplary
participant at our Club’s meetings
and events. In her first month
reflection about her experience in
Melbourne Constanze reflected that
she really liked attending our
Monday evening meetings. She said,
‘I really like the meetings and the
people in my Club, and I am thankful
that they are hosting me and that
they help me organise everything’. It
was unfortunate that she had to
return to Austria in April, before the
borders were closed because of the
Covid‐19 restrictions.
It was
important that she made it safe back
to Austria. We believe that we will
meet Constanze again. The photo is of Constanze, her host mother Marita, Bianca, Marita’s
mother, and Rotarian Jo Cowling.

Youth Exchange Student Outbound: 2020
In January, Jade Frame, a Year 10 student from MGC left for Brazil. She was enjoying her first
two months in Brazil and learning a new language, Spanish. She was having an amazing time. In
late March because of the Covid‐19 restrictions, Jade made it safely back to Melbourne.
On behalf of our Club and our President Adam Sherwell, we would like to acknowledge the
support received from the past MGC Principal Karen Money and Assistant Principal Sefija
Demirova and Rotarians Emily Miller and Brooke O’Callaghan. Furthermore, I would like to
acknowledge the enormous work that was done in ensuring that our Youth Exchange student
Constanze, had an amazing stay in Melbourne, therefore on behalf of the Youth Services
committee we thank and value the Youth Exchange Sub‐Committee led by Jo Cowling. We are
also grateful to Peter Shepherd for his role in ensuring funding for Constanze and continued
support from his Club, the Rotary Club of Altona on a myriad of needs pertaining to hosting an
exchange student. Such partnerships with our fellow Rotary Clubs are very valued.
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Model United Nations Assembly (MUNA) – March 2020
MUNA simulates the workings of the UN assembly by having teams of two students represent a
United Nations country. Topics are debated on matters of world political and social concern. It
is held over a weekend to give sufficient time for all participants to become involved. The main
aim is to develop an awareness of the United Nations in students as well as international
situations of other countries and to encourage students to study topics from another country’s
perspective.
The objective is to encourage young people to learn respect and tolerance for people of all races,
religions, and nationalities. They do this by debating UN topics from their given countries’
perspectives. Unfortunately, this program was unable to run this year due to the District being
unable to replace the retired chairperson for this program. We hope this program will run in
2021.
Rotary Youth Program of Enrichment (RYPEN) – March 2020
The Rotary Youth Program of Enrichment or RYPEN is a Rotary sponsored District New
Generations program. Year ten and eleven students, from schools across District 9800 attend
a weekend long camp designed at developing their potential through a mixture of lecture style
sessions and adventure‐based learning. Unfortunately, this program was cancelled because of
Covid‐19 restrictions

District 9800’s Two Year Scholarship for disadvantaged students
This scholarship was awarded to the MGC student Jocelyn Phuong in 2019. Jocelyn is in her
second year into her scholarship and this scholarship has assisted Jocelyn to complete her Year
12 studies. We are most appreciative of Judy Nettleton’s involvement in this project in managing
the fund and finalising the report for the District.
MGC’s Interact Club
‘Interact Clubs are Rotary International’s service club for young people ages 12 to 18. Interact
Clubs are sponsored by individual Rotary clubs, which provide support and guidance, but they
are self‐governing and self‐supporting’.
Our Club Chartered the Interact Club of Melbourne Girls’ College in May 2019. A very dedicated
team of MGC students have led the MGC Interact Club. This team includes Sabriah Peterson,
Rachel Chiu, Tiffany Li and Ruby Upfield. Their volunteerism has been devoted to ensuring that
their Donation in Kind project in collecting and donating student stationery supplies to local and
overseas students who are disadvantaged and are trying to get an education. We applaud the
work that this Club is undertaking, and we express gratitude for their thoughtful projects. We
wish them well in their studies and to be of services to others.
Mock Job Interviews
Mock Job Interviews would traditionally be held in May, but due to COVID‐19 lockdown students
were working from home via remote learning. Mock Job Interviews were cancelled for this year
but will return next year, as long as restrictions from COVID‐19 allow them.
www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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Finally, I like to highlight that all these projects could not run without the support of our
committed and dedicated team: Jo Cowling, Nia Holdenson, Judy Nettleton, Emily Miller, Nunu
Bisogni, Christine Piakis and Annette Pepper. I like to acknowledge the support given from the
President Sally O’Sullivan from the ‘Friends of Rotary Club of Richmond’ and her committee with
raising their own funds and in assisting with donations for disadvantage RHS students.
Furthermore, for assisting with funds to support the NYSF students and their parents. The Youth
Services Committee would like to declare that we have been supported by other Rotary Clubs
from our District as we needed help and this consist of the Rotary Club of Footscray, Melbourne,
Collingwood, and Altona.
I thank you all for your service and guidance.
Maria Makris
Youth Services Director
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WORAWA DREAMING TRAIL

Over recent years the Club has supported the development of the Worawa Dreaming
Trail. We have not made a contribution this year but will continue with our support in
the future.
The Dreaming Trail is the centerpiece of the cultural development and it reflects the
relationship between Aboriginal People and the Land.
It provides a means to nurture the spiritual connection to the land and to honour those
who have walked the land before us. Reinforcing connections to the land is a
fundamental of Aboriginal culture.
Highlighting the importance of culture fosters greater self‐esteem and the pride that
empowers the students.

www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
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COMMUNITY AND VOCATIONAL
Next Step Project
The Rotary Club of Richmond’s Next Step Project is in its 14 year of operation with 37 students
from Collingwood and Fitzroy Secondary schools participating in the Program.
Rotarian Tim Baker resigned as the committee chair and handed over the reins to Rotarian Jo
Cowling. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Tim for his dedication to many young
people who have benefited from participating in the program. Tim has been instrumental in
developing and maintaining networks and connections. He has been involved in the
development of the program and sourced Grant Funding which has ensured the continued
viability of the Next Step Project.
Last year the Next Step Youth Manager Katrina Dwyer resigned from her position. We were
able to appoint a new Youth Manager to lead and coordinate the program at both schools. We
are very grateful to Katrina for her dedication and support of the program over a number of
years. Anna Lewenhagen commenced in the role in November 2019 and has been working with
the students providing them with resources and support on their pathway to employment.
Anna has continued to engage with community networks and with the school year level
coordinators. The school coordinators identify students who would most benefit from this
program leading them to employment opportunities and or further education.
We work with each of the schools to identify work experience that matches each individual’s
carer direction. We ultilise our Rotary Clister Network and other community network groups to
assist us with finding work experiences for students and this remains a challenge.
This year the Project has been impacted by CO V I D - 19, the program has had to be rather
adaptive in the way the Youth Manager is able to communicate with students as many do not
have internet access, smart phones, working laptops or are sharing devices with multiple family
members. A majority of the students are living in the high‐rise estates and do not have the
space to study and are often surrounded by their families or looking after young siblings, this
has made the transition to online learning really difficult and they are struggling to keep up with
their workloads. Therefore, this has meant a lot of trial and error ‐ negotiating appropriate
times to call and the best way to communicate etc.
Over the past month Anna has been communicating with the students through phone calls, face
time calls, WhatsApp video calls, emails and texts and Gmail video conferencing. She has also
created another Next Step email through Gmail which has allowed me to send video
conferencing invitations to their calendar’s, send reminders and this has been working well with
the student’s school emails. Anna has been speaking with Youth Services at the City of Yarra
regarding issues they have been facing with engagement, youth trends since Covid‐19 and work
experience. It has been good to have a greater understanding of the issues young people are
facing in the broader community.
Most students have been really committed to continuing the program, and many conversations
are about their future pathways, goals, finding employment after COVID‐19 and how we can
best prepare. We have also been looking into career pathways, interests and passions through
the https://myfuture.edu.au/ website which is a fantastic resource.
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Students return to school on the 25 May 2020 so we are hoping that this will assist students to
be more connected once again. It has not been possible to provide work experiences for the
students during this period. Anna has also been discussing SMART goals, looking into resumes,
interview questions, interests and career pathways. She has also been talking about VCE as
students are also asking the question – “how do people get into University”. Anna maintains
all her connections with the school, networks and explores new opportunities such as the Fitzroy
Learning Network to discuss opportunities and training programs they offer for young people.
Try Mentoring is a resource we can link into as identified and delivers the mentoring program
to students who would benefit from this support.
Chandler Macleod continue to provide their unique Career Guidance Testing online
without cost and we thank them for this support.
Project Funding
We are very grateful for the funding support we receive from Rotarian Simon Marriott and his
family, the City of Yarra, Inner North Community Foundation and this year we are pleased that
Bendigo Bank Clifton Hill has provided us with a Grant funding.
Thank you for the support of the members of the Rotary Club of Richmond, the Community
and Vocational Committee members Melinda Dunkley, Ben Hosking, Judy Nettleton and Nia
Holdenson. I would like to acknowledge and thank Next Step Trust Trustees – Tim Baker, Trevor
Pang and Judy Nettleton. I am grateful for the financial guidance provided by Ben Hosking and
Dot Brown who continues to manage the bookkeeping.
Celebrate Inspiring Women Event
This has become an annual Rotary Club of Richmond community event and funds raised support
the Next Step Project. This year the Next Step Youth Manager presented an overview of the
program. We were delighted to have guest speakers Mia Timpano, a writer, journalist and
editor, best known for her humorous essays and columns and Colleen Peterson, Urban Planner
and CEO of Ratio Consulting, a change maker in the social and economic impacts of urbanism.
they were engaging and inspiring speakers. This event provides us with an opportunity to
celebrate “Inspiring Women in the Community” and maintains our connections with local
businesses and schools.
Our focus question is “What has inspired you to make a difference”
I would like to acknowledge the continued support this event has been provided by Lendlease,
The Amora Hotel Riverwalk and the Melbourne Girls’ College.

Prepared by: Rotarian Jo Cowling
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Budget:

Nil

Sponsors:
Scenovia
Premier Trading Company

In Kind
$ 400

Website Support
Website Hosting

Committee:
Trevor Pang
The Club Website has remained static this year despite an enthusiastic Backroom Team.
The webmaster continues to believe the site’s overhaul with the view to provide a useful
portal for information, marketing, information, data storage, interaction and an
expression of the Club’s vibrancy is vital.
Despite the lack of input key features continued:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The EVENTS CALENDAR gave information on current club meetings.
The BLOG posts the current weekly Bulletin.
The NOTICE BOARD advertises upcoming key events flyers.
The Member’s login was updated with the Club Directory.
The Club’s “Project Plans 2019‐2020” were posted although reference to it
remains questionable.
The Club’s “Project Reports 2019‐2020” will only be available on the website.

Discussions with PE Anna Walpole is underway to revamp & update the contents.
Claire Davison has agreed to take the role of Webmaster & discussions are underway
between Claire & Homer Bassig for a seamless transition.
I would like to thank my committee for their support, Homer Bassig of Scenovia for the
production expertise/maintenance and our Sponsors for their financial support.

Trevor Pang
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MEMBERSHIP

Membership for the Rotary Year 2019‐2020.
Our newest members who were inducted for this year are.
Claire Davison: Inducted 25th of November
Isabel Armer: Inducted 3rd February
Mark Miller: Inducted 17th February

Our current membership number stands at 34 including Honorary Members.
This year we had some members reach notable milestones with years of membership.

Ben Hosking celebrates 40 years of Rotary membership. (1st May 1980)

Barry Roberts is not far behind with 39 years of Rotary membership. (1st
December 1980).

John Benger celebrates 32 years of Rotary membership. (1st July 1987)

Trevor Pang also celebrated 30 years of Rotary service this year. (1st April 1990)
I would also like to thank Emily Miller for all that she did for the club as our liaison
officer with MGC. Emily finished halfway through the year and has now joined the
“Friends of Richmond Rotary”.
Brooke O’Callaghan has also stayed connected to the Club by becoming a FORR
member as well.
Chew Chan could no longer come to meetings due to health reasons and has accepted
our invitation to become an Honorary member.
We also wished Les Frampton well as he heads off to Queensland for a new work
position and we all hope to see him from time to time when in Melbourne.

Adam Sherwell
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PUBLIC RELATIONS / PROMOTION / MARKETING

Richmond Rotary has continued with public relations through our projects out in the
community.
We continue to use our tear drop banners for all our projects, events and fundraising
to promote the club.
This year Ben Hosking worked hard on bring to fruition club billboards to promote our
Club around the Richmond area. Ben negotiated support from local real estate
company Jellis Craig to supply four boards complete with our graphic design free of
charge. Trevor Pang produced two different designs, one as a generic club promotion
and the other to promote our monthly markets. We have been given support to
display these signs from MGC and Amora Hotel Riverwalk as well as other areas around
Richmond from the local council. Unfortunately, we had to postpone the placing of
the signs until we resume our normal meetings and monthly market. I would like on
behalf of the Club to congratulate Ben for all his work with organising these
promotional boards and thank Trevor for producing the design work as well.
Facebook was again used throughout the first half of the year to promote Richmond Rotary
with post show casing our projects and fundraisers.
We currently have 643 followers who regularly receive notifications from our page every time
we make a new post. That is an increase of 111 new people following our Facebook page this
year.
Past President Jo has also nurtured our relationship with Lendlease this year and hope to
continue with new opportunities in the future.
Through this relationship we have onceagain had the opportunity to showcase Richmond
Rotary through the “ Women of Influence” forum night which was organised by Richmond
Rotary in conjunction with Lendlease.

Adam Sherwell

ROTARY CLUB
OF RICHMOND

Volunteer for your community
Local and international projects
Make new friends
Interesting guest speakers

CONNECTINGwithCOMMUNITY
Contact Richmond Rotary
www.rotaryrichmond.org.au
Weekly meetings Monday evenings

0403 068 482
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FUNDRAISING
Fundraising is probably one of the most important components of the Rotary Club of
Richmond and any other not for profit organisation.
The Fundraising Committee would like to thank all volunteers who have contributed to
our fundraising efforts. We would also like to thank the many club members and
organisations who have donated to our various events throughout the year.
Fundraising has been a challenge this year with the current COVID19 pandemic. Our
major fundraising events, the Trivia Night and new monthly market, postponed.
We are very excited about our monthly market ‘Rotary on Church’ which will resume at
the Richmond Library once restrictions allow. Our first market was held in February and
we were very encouraged by the positive response received from library staff, the
general public and stall holders. We are very keen to build on this with the aim of the
market becoming our major fundraiser. We sincerely thank the Richmond Library for
their support. We would also like to thank the Rotary Club of Bentleigh‐Moorabbin
Central for their advice and guidance.
Motto Fashions has again been a major fundraising source, donating excess stock that
we on sell. We held 1 pop up stall at Melbourne Girls’ College and 1 stall at our February
market. We will be incorporating future pop up stalls at our monthly market. These
have proved very successful and we thank Motto and very much look forward to our
continued relationship. A special thank you to Maureen Pang and other members of
The Friends of Rotary for their continued support with Motto.
Another major fundraising source are BBQs for the City of Yarra. We also participated
in a BBQ at a 3AW live broadcast from the Blind Factory in Richmond. BBQs are a lot of
fun and great recognition for the Club.
We had a great afternoon at The Clyde Hotel with lunch and listening to Kevin Bolton’s
jazz band, our raffle raising $220.
The Creswick Fashion Parade has yet again proved to be a popular event, raising over
$500.
Anna Walpole generously opened her home again this year and held a pasta night. It
was a great night of good food and fellowship. Many thanks to Anna for the delicious
food and warm hospitality. In excess of $800 was raised.
Thank you to President Adam Sherwell for his continued support, members, Friends of
Rotary and all who volunteered. I would also like to thank Fundraising Committee
Members, Jo Cowling, Les Frampton, Joan Kennedy and Claire Davison for their
enthusiasm and fabulous support and again, Mark Dwyer for always having a clean and
well‐equipped BBQ.

Melinda Dunkley
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PROGRAM / SPEAKERS

This Rotary Year has been extremely difficult in so many ways due to the impact of the
Covid19 assembly restrictions. Despite this major issue the Club has found a way to
continue meeting regularly, and after an initial setting up period, has been holding
weekly Zoom meetings since April 6. We have progressively become more skilled in
running these virtual meetings and have had a number of speakers address the Club on
ZOOM.
Of course the Covid19 restrictions have seriously impeded our Program and Speaker
plans for the year. Acting upon the report and recommendations of a Committee,
formed in the previous year, we restructured our monthly meeting program to have
Social meeting, Rotary topic meetings, Keynote Speakers who we hoped would generate
additional interest not only for our own members, Friends of the Rotary Club of
Richmond and guests, but to also attract a wider audience and then speakers on topics
with lesser drawing power. It was agreed to continue with a number of Special Event
Meetings e.g. Ainger Peck Public Speaking Awards evening, Slade Literary Awards
evening, Youth Award Winners evenings. This pattern was generally followed until the
advent of the COVID‐19 restrictions and thereafter with a number of compromises.
The Keynote Speakers who spoke during the year were;
Andrew Muir, topic, “The Good Guys Story”
Michael Dorahy, topic, “Epic Journeys of Discovery across Australia and USA”
David Taylor, topic, “The Black Caviar Story”
David Parkin, topic, “Football”
We also had many Rotary topic meetings,
including the DG’s visit, Conference Talks, Rotarian behind the Badge and job talks,
Youth Exchange presentations, Cluster Reports, Centenary of Rotary presentations,
Rotary Foundation update, and a number of Rotary Project reports.
We enjoyed many social evenings, often with a novel theme, and the Club’s Change
Over meeting and Christmas meeting were memorable. A large number of our other
speakers kept us very engaged, educated and amused and spoke about a wide range of
topics.
This Rotary year has been a watershed in so many ways and we believe that many of
the changes that we were forced to make will continue into the future and result in
significant long‐term advantage.

Barry Roberts
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17 March 2020

To the English Coordinator, Public Speaking/Debating Coordinator
In view of the current global COVID-19 pandemic,also known as coronavirus we have decided
to cancel this year’s Ainger Peck Public Speaking Award. It was to be held in May however
because of the seriousness and potential spread of this virus we considered it was not in the
best interests of students,teachers, parents and our volunteers to proceed with the competition.
We realise this decision will be disappointing to students as they will miss out in an opportunity
to speak and engage an audience on a topic they are passionate about and receive constructive
feedback from our adjudication panel. Both our clubs are very proud of this competition as nearly
2,000 students have benefitted from the experience over the 30 years of its existence
.
We thank you and your school for your past involvement in the Ainger Peck Public Speaking Award
and look forward to your participation in 2021.

Yours sincerely

Ben Hosking
Rotary Club of Richmond

Azhan Aminath
President
Rotary Club of Melbourne Park
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